Abstract: The study examined the measurement invariance (configural, metric, scalar, and error variances) and factor mean scores equivalencies of a modified version of the Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHDSymptoms and Normal Behavior Scale (SWAN-M) across ratings provided by mothers of clinic-referred children and adolescents, diagnosed with (N = 666) and without (N = 202) ADHD. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of these ratings provided support for the bi-factor model of ADHD [orthogonal general and specific factors for inattention (IA) and hyperactivity/impulsivity (HI) symptoms]. Multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the bi-factor model supported full measurement invariance. Findings also showed that for latent mean scores, the ADHD group had higher scores than the non-ADHD group for the ADHD general and IA specific factors. The findings indicate that observed scores (based on maternal ratings of the SWAN-M) are comparable, as they have the same measurement properties. The theoretical, psychometric and clinical implications of the findings are discussed.
Introduction
Since the publication of the 4th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, [1] a number of rating scales comprising the ADHD symptoms for completion by parents and teachers have been developed. The symptoms proposed for ADHD in the current DSM-5 [2] are highly comparable to those in DSM-IV and its text revised edition DSM-IV TR. [3] Thus DSM-IV/DSM-IV TR based ADHD scales can be used to measure the current DSM-5 ADHD symptoms. DSM-5, DSM-IV TR and DSM-IV list the same eighteen ADHD symptoms under two separate groups, namely inattention (IA) and hyperactivity/impulsivity (HI), with nine symptoms for each group. Concurrent to this, most recently used ADHD rating scales have the 18 ADHD symptoms, word-to-word, as presented in DSM-IV, but with the word often omitted in the description of the symp-toms. [4] ADHD rating scales are often used in research and clinical settings. In that line, Burns, Walsh, Servera, Lorenzo-Seva, Cardo and Rodrguez-Fornells (2013) have noted that ADHD rating scales have made extensive contributions to our knowledge and understanding of ADHD. Furthermore, ADHD rating scales have been validated and show specificity/sensitivity in identifying individuals with ADHD. [5, 6] Consequently, ADHD ratings have been used for screening ADHD (e.g. identifying cases for more comprehensive evaluation for presence of ADHD), identifying individuals with ADHD, [7, 8] facilitating formal diagnosis (e.g. obtaining teacher ratings to establish cross situational consistency of ADHD manifestations), and monitoring treatment (including medication) effects. [9] Given the extensive and diverse clinical use of ADHD rating scales, it is important that there is appropriate psychometric data supporting the ways they are used.
As already mentioned, among other uses, ADHD rating scales have been used clinically to facilitate the detection of children who could potentially have ADHD, and for separating children into groups of those with and without ADHD. [9] Creditable use for this purpose requires that there is measurement invariance confirmed for the ADHD symptom ratings across these groups. Provided the dearth of such findings, the present study examined the measurement invariance across those with and without an ADHD diagnosis, based on motherratings of their clinic-referred children's and adolescent's ADHD symptoms. These were examined using a slightly modified version of the Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHD-Symptoms and Normal Behavior Scale. [10] The SWAN is an ADHD rating scale, corresponding to DSM-IV ADHD symptoms, and is accordingly reflective of the relevant DSM-5 criteria.
Interestingly, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the ratings of ADHD symptoms in many different versions of ADHD rating scales of community and clinicreferred children and adults have generally provided support for the theorized bi-factor model, with separate factors for the IA and HI symptoms. [11, 12] However, many recent CFA studies of ADHD rating scales have shown more support for a bi-factor model, [13, 14] across informants (parent, teacher, self), methods (questionnaires, interviews), participants age groups (preschool, schoolaged, adolescents, adults) and participants cultural background. [15] A bi-factor model is an orthogonal first-order factor model with a general factor and specific or group factors for different dimensions in the model (see Figure 1) . In such a model, the general factor explains the covariance across all the items, and the specific factors explain the unique covariance of the items within the relevant dimensions, after accounting for the general factor. [16] Thus, the ADHD bi-factor model (see Figure 1 ) has an ADHD general factor on which all the IA and HI symptoms load, and separate orthogonally related specific factors for the IA and HI symptom groups, after removing the variances captured by the general factor. It is notable that past studies have reported that much of the reliable variance for ADHD is captured by the general factor, with very low variances remaining to be explained by the specific factors. [17] Regardless of what is the best factor model for the ADHD symptoms, it is critical for the accurate use of the ADHD ratings to distinguish those with and without ADHD diagnosis, that there is measurement invariance for these ratings across these groups. In general, measurement invariance across groups deals with whether the observed scores on a measure are the same across the groups when these scores "represent" the same level (intensity, severity) of the underlying latent trait score. [18, 19] Lack of support for invariance indicates that the scores obtained by the groups cannot be accurately compared on the measure used, since any difference could be confounded by discrepancies in the scaling properties of the measure for the groups. [20] When applied to ADHD rating scales, measurement invariance across groups of children with and without ADHD refers to observed ADHD scores being the same across these groups, when individuals in the groups have the same level of the underlying ADHD latent trait. [21] Lack of support for measurement invariance means that the ADHD scores obtained by these two groups cannot be accurately compared, as their differences could be explained by variations in the psychometric properties of the measures across the groups. Expressed differently, the same observed scores for the two groups may not reflect the same level of the underlying ADHD construct. Thus, lack of support for invariance across the groups for ratings of ADHD symptoms could seriously question the current practice of deriving groups of children with and without ADHD, using ADHD rating scales. [22] If ADHD symptom ratings for these groups are to be compared, then measurement invariance for them needs to be confirmed in the first instance. [23] Additionally, in relation to research, lack of measurement invariance would raise questions about the validity of existing ADHD findings from studies based on administration of ADHD rating scales across children with and without an ADHD diagnosis.
A powerful method for examining measurement invariance is the multiple-group mean and covariance structures CFA approach. Assuming that the indicatorratings are treated as continuous scores, this approach can test for configural invariance (same overall factor structure), item factor loadings invariance (same strength of the associations of items with the first-order factors), item intercepts invariance (equivalency in item intercepts values), and error variances or uniqueness invariance (equivalency in the error variances of the items or variances of the items not attributed to the underlying constructs). When there is support for invariance for item factor loadings and intercepts, the groups can be also compared for structural invariance (equivalencies for variances and covariances), and differences in their latent factor mean scores. [24, 25] There are reasons to suspect that ADHD symptoms may lack full measurement invariance across maternal ratings of children with and without ADHD. Specifi-9 cally, available studies have shown that ADHD ratings are vulnerable to the "halo" effect. [26] [27] [28] [29] The "halo" effect occurs when a person, who is displaying one discrete behavior is rated as exhibiting other behaviors, even when those behaviors are not observed. The "halo" effect could be unidirectional (presence of primary symptom leads to a secondary symptom being falsely endorsed) or bidirectional (presence of a primary symptom inflates ratings of a secondary symptoms and the presence of the secondary symptom also inflates ratings of the primary symptom). Irrespective of these, the outcome of "halo" effect is that it may lead to a "self-fulfilling prophecy process", that could in term contribute to the excessive overestimation (biases and distortions) of one or multiple symptoms. In relation to ADHD rating scales in particular, "halo" effect has been revealed for teacher, college student, and parent ratings of ADHD symptoms. Specifically, the DeVries, et al. (2017) study, involving parent ratings, identified the IA symptoms of "Difficulty sustaining attention", and "Doesnt seem to listen", as particularly prone to "halo" effect. In terms of proneness to "halo" effect responses, it could be assumed that ones knowledge and experience of the set of symptoms being rated could influence his/her proneness to engage in responses characterized and/or influenced by "halo" effect. Following that line of thought, an Australian-based study has shown that although the core features (symptoms) of ADHD are well-known in the community, there are misconceptions and discrepancies about many ADHD aspects, especially between individuals who have had contact with ADHD in their own families and those who have had no such exposure. [30] There is also evidence of high co-occurrence of ADHD in parents and children. [31, 32] Thus, it could be speculated that compared to parents of children without ADHD, parents of ADHD children could be more knowledgeable about and experienced with ADHD, and consequently more prone/sensitive to "halo" effect responses, or a distorted estimation of ADHD symptoms in their off-springs. Expressed differently, "halo" effects could result in maternal ratings of the ADHD symptom that may differ from the actual trait level, confounded by their level of experience of the diagnosed behaviors. Viewed in terms of measurement invariance, this could be reflected by varying intercepts for the ADHD symptoms, or lack of scalar invariance.
Given the lack of measurement invariance data for the ADHD symptoms across those with and without the ADHD diagnose, and the possibility that these symptoms could lack measurement invariance across these groups, the major goal of this study was to used multiple-group CFA to examine measurement invariance for the ADHD symptoms across those with and without the ADHD diagnose. The study used successive CFA models to examine measurement invariance (configural, metric, scalar and uniqueness) across mother ratings of clinic-referred children and adolescents (referred henceforth as youth) with ADHD and without ADHD. Ratings were obtained using a modified version of the SWAN, [33] a widely used ADHD rating scale. [34] As there is most support for the ADHD bi-factor model, the study examined measurement invariance across the groups for the ADHD symptoms, based on this model. Given the possible "halo" effects for the ADHD symptoms reported by DeVries, et al., (2017), lack of scalar invariance was expected particularly so for the IA symptoms "Difficulty sustaining attention", and "Doesnt seem to listen". It is to be noted that this is the first study to evaluated measurement invariances for the ADHD symptoms across youths with and without ADHD. Thus the findings from the study would be novel and add importantly to existing measurement invariance data for the ADHD symptoms, and thereby contribute to research and clinical practice in ADHD.
Methods

Participants
The current study used archival data collected at the Academic Child Psychiatry Unit (ACPU) of the Royal Children's Hospital (RCH), Melbourne, Australia. The ACPU is an out-patient psychiatric unit that provides services for children and adolescents with behavioral, emotional, and learning problems. For the present study, records of children and adolescents, aged between 7 and 17 years, referred between 2008 and 2016, who were assessed with the modified SWAN (SWAN-M) were used. In all, there were 868 children and adolescents. These individuals were divided into those with a diagnosis of ADHD (N = 666) and those without a diagnosis of ADHD (N = 202). The ADHD group included those with Combined type (N = 422), Inattentive type (N = 187) and Hyperactive/Impulsivity type (N = 57). The ACPU diagnostic procedure for all disorders is described in the "Procedure" subsection of the present manuscript. Table 1 , 2 presents some background and demographic information of the two groups, including age, gender, mother and father employment status and highest education levels completed, family income, parental relationship status. The results of the comparisons between those with and without ADHD for the background and demographic information together with effect sizes for these comparisons are also presented. We have not included information on race/ethnicity as this data was not recorded in the archival data collected at the ACPU.
As shown in Table 1 , 2, the mean (SD) for ages for the ADHD group and non-ADHD groups were 11.22 (3.34) years and 10.54 (3.11) years, respectively. The non-ADHD group was significantly older, and comprised relatively more females than males. The Cohen's d values for differences considering age and gender composition of the groups were small. The scores' comparisons for mother and father employment and education, family income and parental relationship status showed no significant group differences. Thus, on the whole, the groups were reasonably well matched for all background and demographic variables examined, except for small differences for age and gender. Table 1 , 2 also includes the frequencies and percentages of different groups of disorders in the groups with and without ADHD diagnosis. In the table, the label "any anxiety disorder" includes Separation Anxiety, Social Phobia, Specific Phobia, Panic, Agoraphobia, Generalized Anxiety, Obsessive Compulsive and/or PostTraumatic Stress Disorders, while the label "depression disorders" includes those with Dysthymic and/or Major Depressive Disorders. In terms of clinical diagnoses, based on DSM-IV TR, 41.1% reached criteria for depression disorders, 74.9% had at least one or more anxiety disorders, and 31.1% presented with either ODD or CD. Although, there were significantly more individuals with ODD/CD in the ADHD group, the Cramer's V value for this difference was small, while there was no significant statistical difference in the number of individuals with depression disorders or anxiety disorders across the two groups. Nevertheless, there was high comorbidity, with 81.00% of the participants being diagnosed with two or more disorders.
Measures
First, we searched for the keyword "Google Trends" in the "Abstract-Title-Keywords" field for the journal articles. The first two articles using Google Trends were begun in 2009. The search returned 96 publications.
Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHD-Symptoms and Normal Behavior Scale. [35] The SWAN lists the 18 DSM-IV symptoms for ADHD. It is noted that although the instrument is developed with DSM-IV ADHD symptoms in mind, these 18 symptoms are the same in DSM-5. Unlike the way the symptoms are worded in DSM-IV or DSM-5, and also other ADHD rating scales, the SWAN has the ADHD symptoms reworded such that they reflect strengths rather than weaknesses. For example, the DSM-IV symptom "Often avoids, dislikes, or reluctantly engages in tasks requiring sustained mental effort is reworded as "Engage in tasks that require sustained mental effort." In this study, the SWAN was completed by the mothers of the children. Respondents rated the occurrence of each symptom over the past 6-months on a 5-point scale, ranging from "far below average" (scored 1) to "far above average" (scored 5), relative to other children of the same age. Although the original SWAN has a reference period of one month, a six months reference period was used here for reasons of clinical utility/relevance within the context of ACPU (six months is the ADHD symptoms reference period in DSM-IV/DSM-IV TR). Furthermore, although the original version of the SWAN involved a 7-point scale, initial piloting of the 7-point scale version of the SWAN in the ACPU indicated virtually no endorsement of levels -1 (slightly below average) and +1 (slightly above average). Thus, it was advocated to collapse/merge levels -1 and -2 of the original scale into a single category (-1; below average), and levels +1 and +2 into another single category (+1; above average), thereby resulting to the 5-point scale used in the current study (-1 = far below; -2= below; 3 = average; +1 = above, +2 = far above). Additionally, to ease interpretation of the findings, all symptoms were recoded so that higher scores reflected higher symptoms (-1 = far below average (-1) recoded 5; below average (-2) recoded 4, average (3) recoded as 3; below average (-2) recoded 4, and far below average (-1) recoded 5. Considering the present data, the internal consistency coefficient alpha values were 0.89, 0.89. 0.92 for the IA and HI and combined ADHD (IA plus HI) factors, respectively.
Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for Children. The ADISC-IV is a semi-structured interview, based on the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic system. The diagnoses reported earlier (see sample description) were derived from this schedule. Although ADISC-IV has been designed primarily to facilitate the diagnosis of the major childhood internalizing disorders, it can also be used for diagnosing the major childhood externalizing disorders. In that context, there is support for the concurrent validity of the ADISC-IV ADHD module in the ADHD groups [based on parent interviews, and parent and child interviews using the ADISC-IV, ADHD groups (IA, HI) did not differ from one another, and showed greater externalizing and attention problems than a no ADHD group]. [35] The ADISC-IV diagnostic guideline instructs that the child be given diagnosis of all disorders meeting the relevant criteria. The scores of ADISC-IV have been shown to present sound psychometric properties, ent ADISC-IV versions for parent interview and for child interview, and clinical diagnosis can be based either on parent or child interview or on both interviews considered together. [37] All diagnoses reported in this study were based on parent interviews as there is evidence of poor levels of agreement for diagnosis between information across the child and parent versions of the ADISC-IV, [38] alongside with evidence that clinical interviews of children can lead to unreliable diagnosis. [39] Finally, in the present study, ADISC-IV interview data could not be considered for establishing measurement invariance of the ADHD symptoms, due to lack of relevant symptom level information in the ACPU archival data used.
Procedure
The study was approved by the RCH ethics committee as part of ACPU's comprehensive examination of children and adolescent referred for psychological problems.
Each legal guardian and participant provided informed written consent for any data provided by them to be used in future research studies. This is a standard part of the ACPU assessment procedure.
All participants and their parents participated in separate interviews and testing sessions which were held over two days during the admission of the child. Breaks were provided as necessary. In all cases, parental consent forms were completed prior to the assessment. The parent and child comprehensive data collected covered demographic, medical (primarily neurological and endocrinological), child educational (including standardized measures of IQ and academic achievement tests of reading, arithmetic and language), child psychological (standardized measures of behavioral and emotional self-rating and parent rating scales, diagnostic interviews using the child and parent versions of the ADISC-IV, and neuropsychological measures), family related (standardized measures of family maladjustment, and mariAdvances in Developmental and Educational Psychology c 2019 by Syncsci Publishing. All rights reserved. tal satisfaction), and maternal mental health (standardized measures of behavioral and emotional symptoms) aspects. Information was also obtained from teachers using various checklists and questionnaires, such as the Teacher Report Form [40] and the Conners 3-Teacher. [41] However, for the current study only the information for the ADISC-IV from parents and parent completed SWAN-M ratings were used. All psychological data were collected by (specially trained) research assistants, who were advanced masters or doctoral students in clinical psychology, and under the supervision of two registered clinical psychologists. Prior to data collection, the research assistants were provided with extensive supervised training and practice by the two ACPU employed registered psychologists. The training for the ADISC-IV-P included observations of the interview process being administered by the psychologists. The research assistants commenced administering the ADISC-IV only after they attained competence in its administration, as assessed by their supervisors. At this point it should be noted that there was adequate interrater reliability for the diagnoses made between the research assistants and the supervisors, and between the research assistants themselves (kappa = 0.88). Standardized procedures were applied for the administration of all measures. Where necessary (due to English literacy reasons), researchers read the items to the participants (approximately 5% of the sample). Approximately 95% of the parent ADISC-IV interviews involved mothers only, and the rest involved fathers only or both fathers and mothers together. Using the categorical data from the parent ADISC-IV, clinical diagnosis was determined by two consultant child and adolescent psychiatrists, who independently reviewed these data. The inter-rater reliability for diagnoses of the two psychiatrists was high (kappa = 0.90). As noted earlier, for the current study, only the records of children and adolescents which involved scores for the SWAN-M, rated by mothers were used.
Statistical procedures
All CFA models in the study were conducted using the robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimation in the Mplus, software Version 7. [42] Given that there were five response options, the use of MLR-based extraction is appropriate, [43, 44] and can correct for potential deviations from normality in the data set. At the statistical level, model fit was examined using robust maximum likelihood (MLR) χ 2 values. However, as χ 2 values, including MLR χ 2 values, are inflated by large sample sizes, the fit of the models was also examined using the approximate fit indices of the root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI). According to the guidelines suggested by Hu and Bentler (1998), RM-SEA values close to 0.06 or below can be considered as good fit, 0.07 to < 0.08 as moderate fit, 0.08 to 0.10 as marginal fit, and < 0.10 as poor fit. For the CFI and TLI, values of close to 0.95 or above are taken as indicating good model-data fit, and values of 0.90 and < 0.95 are taken as acceptable fit. Differences between nested models were computed using the difference in MLRχ 2 values (computed using the scaling correction formula for MLR;. [45] An alpha value of 0.01 was used to allow for more stringent Type II error control in the models compared.
Measurement invariance across the ADHD and non-ADHD groups for the bi-factor model was tested using the multiple-group CFA invariance procedure proposed by in the literature. Specifically, this study tested in sequence, configural, metric, scalar and error variances invariance (equality for items uniqueness) across the groups. Metric, scalar and uniqueness invariance are alternatively referred as weak, strong and strict invariance. Due to space limitations, details of the procedure used are not provided. Readers are referred to Brown (2006) for details, including the steps for testing partial invariance. When there is some support for measurement invariance (full or partial), the groups can be compared for latent mean scores, taking into account the non-invariance in the measurement model. For the current study, the non-ADHD group served as the reference group.
Results
Missing Values
There were no missing values in the data set used.
Fit for the Bi-factor ADHD Models for the ADHD and non-ADHD Groups
Prior to the test for measurement invariance, the fit of the bi-factor ADHD models in the two groups were examined. The findings for the non-ADHD group indicated close to good fit in terms of the RMSEA value, marginally acceptable fit in terms of the CFI value, and poor fit in terms of the TLI value, of fit for the the bi-factor ADHD models for both the groups.
Measurement Invariance for the Bifactor Model Across the ADHD-and ADHD+ Groups
For the bi-factor model, the fit indices for the baseline or configural invariance model (M1 in Table 3 ) were χ 2 (df = 234) = 486.90, p < 0.001; RMSEA = 0.050; CFI = 0.950 and TLI = 0.935. Thus, the CFI, and RMSEA values indicated good fit, and the TLI indicted acceptable fit. Overall, there was adequate support for the configural invariance. There was no difference between the configural invariance model (M1 in Table 3 ) and the metric invariance model (M2 in Table 3 ); ∆df = 36; ∆ MLMχ 2 = 56.52, p < 0.01); the metric invariance model and the scalar invariance model (M3 in Table 3 ); ∆df = 15; ∆ MLMχ 2 = 26.08, ns), and the scalar invariance model and the error variances invariance model (M4 in Table  3 ); ∆df = 18; ∆ MLMχ 2 = 22.00, ns). Thus there was support for full measurement invariance for ratings of the ADHD symptoms across the ADHD and non-ADHD groups.
Given support for invariance for the measurement model, further analysis was conducted for equivalency in latent mean scores. For this analysis, the reference group was the non-ADHD group (thus their latent scores were fixed to 0), and the focus group was the ADHD group (thus their latent scores were freely estimated). As indicated in Table 3 , for the criteria used here (p < 0.01), the groups differed for the general ADHD latent factor, and IA specific factor. The standardized mean score (SE) for ADHD and IA factors for the ADHD group were 1.182 (0.091) and 0.872 (0.110), respectively. The positive value suggests that the ADHD group had higher scores for ADHD. The standardized mean score difference (same as unstandardized mean score in Mplus) can be interpreted as akin to Cohen's (1992) d effect sizes. Considering d effect sizes differences, Cohen's recommended magnitudes are as follows: < 0.20 = negligible; 0.20 and < 0.50 = small; 0.50 and < 0.80 = medium; 0.80 = large. This means the magnitude of the differences between ADHD and non-ADHD for the ADHD general and the IA specific factors were both of large effect size.
Discussion
The major aim of the study was to use multiple group CFA to examine measurement invariance across maternal ratings of the SWAN-M (47) for those with and without ADHD diagnosis. Initial analyses indicated reasonable level of support for the bi-factor models across the two groups. Consistent with these findings, existing data also show support for the bi-factor model. The findings for the multiple-group CFA analyses showed acceptable fit for the configural model. Furthermore, there was no difference between the configural model and the metric invariance model, the scalar invariance model and the metric invariance model and the error variances model and the scalar invariance model. Thus the findings for SWAN-M indicated support for the configural model (same pattern of factor structure), and for full measurement invariance for the metric (same factor loadings), scalar (same response categories), and error variances (same unique variances) models, respectively, for ratings from clinic-referred children and adolescents with and without an ADHD diagnosis. Additionally, the findings revealed that the ADHD group had higher scores, with large effect sizes, for the ADHD general factor and the IA specific factor.
To date, no previous study had assessed measurement invariance for the ADHD symptoms across those with and without an ADHD diagnosis. Thus, the findings in the current study can be seen as providing novel measurement invariance data for ADHD symptoms. Thus the findings from the study add importantly to existing measurement invariance data for the ADHD symptoms, and thereby contribute to research and clinical practice in ADHD.
The findings have important conceptual, theoretical and clinical implications. At the conceptual and theoretical level, it was speculated that some of the ADHD symptoms would lack scalar invariance. This hypothesis was based on existing data showing that due to parents of ADHD children having greater knowledge and experience with ADHD symptoms, their ratings of ADHD behaviors of their ADHD diagnosed children would be more prone to distorting "halo" effects, than the parent ratings referring to children without an ADHD diagnosis. Consequently, these parents were assumed to potentially provide subjectively exacerbated scores when rating their children. However, the support for full scalar invariance revealed across the two groups studied, indicate that the greater knowledge and experience of ADHD symptoms, that likely characterize parents of ADHD diagnosed children, do not necessarily lead to "halo" effects distorting their ADHD SWAN-M scores. In relation to clinical implications, the support for measurement invariance signifies that observed scores of maternal ratings of children with and without ADHD considering ADHD symptoms can be compared directly at least as measured by mother ratings on the modified SWAN for a clinical population. Demonstration of measurement invariance, especially scalar invariance is an essential requirement if maternal ratings on ADHD scales are to be considered for across group comparisons in clinical and research settings to evaluate correlates of ADHD. In this respect, it is worth stressing that, as the bi-factor model was supported, it could be more appropriate to use the total score for the ADHD scale (as it related to the general factor), than the separate IA and HI scores, for group comparisons.
Although the current study has provided useful new information about the measurement invariance of ratings of the ADHD symptom based on the SWAN-M, the findings and their interpretations embrace certain limitations. First, it is possible that factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, comorbidity, and maternal psychopathology could influence ratings of ADHD symptoms. [46] The failure to control for these effects in this study could have confounded the results. Second, because measurement invariance was examined specifically for clinic referred children using maternal ratings of the SWAN-M, [47] the findings here could be unique to clinical referred groups, to the form of the SWAN-M used, and/or to maternal ratings. Third, all the participants in this study were from the same clinic, and therefore, they did not constitute a random sample. Thus, it is likely that this may introduce a bias for the sample examined, limiting the generalizability of the findings and the conclusions made in this study. At a practical level, however, it is difficult and virtually impossible to obtain random samples involving clinical samples. Fourth, as it is possible that as the current sample was heterogeneous in terms of psychopathology, the findings may have been additionally confounded. Finally, the use of archival data is interwoven with the the typical limitations of using archival data. [48] In view of these limitations some may wish to consider the findings and interpretations made in this study as tentative. Therefore, it could be useful if future studies took into consideration the limitations illustrated in the present study.
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